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Climate change and land are linked – politically. Climate change politics intersects with the global land
rush in extensive and complex ways, the impacts of which affect villagers profoundly. These interconnec-
tions occur in direct and indirect ways and are often subtle, but that does not make them less important;
it only makes the challenge of governing such dynamics in the interests of marginalized working poor
people even more difficult. In this paper, we focus our analysis on indirect and subtle interconnections.
Examining empirical cases in Northern Shan State in Myanmar, we conclude that these interconnections
occur in at least three broad ways, in which climate change politics can be: (i) a trigger for land grabbing,
(ii) a legitimating process for land grabs, or (iii) a de-legitimating process for people’s climate change mit-
igation and adaptation practices. These interconnections in turn stoke old and provoke new political axes
of conflict within and between state and social forces.
 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Climate change politics and the global land rush
The contribution in this paper lies primarily in trying to deepen
the concept of ‘green grabbing’ as formulated by Fairhead, Leach,
and Scoones (2012)1 by exploring the indirect and often invisible
interconnections between climate change politics and global land
rush. Such interconnections may be subtle and may occur through
stealth, but this does not make them any less important; rather,
the challenges of governing such social dynamics become even more
complex and difficult (Franco & Borras, 2019). This paper also takes a
glance at and speaks to the IPCC 2019 Report on ‘Climate Change and
Land’ (IPCC, 2019). The report, which explicitly links climate change
and land, is a welcome addition to the literature and public debate.
However, politics and power, inequality and redistribution, are not
appropriately and significantly addressed in the report. Who gets
to decide which natural resources are mobilized for what kind of
climate change mitigation and adaptation measures, why and how,
for how long, and with what implications for ‘agrarian justice’ and‘climate justice’ are questions of politics and power that are funda-
mental to both climate change and land – separately and together.
We argue that climate change and land are linked – politically.
Our analysis proceeds from four basic theoretical assumptions.
Our first assumption is that the climate crisis and the global land
rush share a common key driver: global capitalism. This brings
us to two closely interrelated perspectives. On the one hand, we
follow Moore’s position on the origins of the current ecological
and climate crisis based on his theory of the Capitalocene, which
is to be ‘‘understood as a system of power, profit and re/production
in the web of life” (Moore, 2017, p. 594; see also Malm, 2016). On
the other hand, we understand that the converging multiple crises
around food, energy, environment, climate and finance during the
past couple of decades opened up new frontiers for further profit-
making for the world’s corporations by exploring new and intensi-
fied forms of extractivism affecting a wide range of natural
resources — land, water, forests and seas (Harvey, 2003;
Brockington & Duffy, 2010). Extractivism represents a rare oppor-
tunity for central states that are saddled with financial difficulties;
they see the commodity boom as a fast and convenient way out of
fiscal crisis that dovetails easily with their permanent interest in
territorialization and state-building processes (Wolford, Borras,
Hall, Scoones, & White, 2013; O’Connor, 1998). In this sense, the
climate crisis and the global land rush are intimately connected,
sharing the same umbilical cord in global capitalism.
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but climate change politics. We define this as the dynamics oper-
ating in the spheres of social structures, institutions and political
agency — namely, social relations; policies, treaties, laws, proce-
dures, norms; projects, programs, narratives, ideas, advocacies,
mobilizations and social movements, memories, rumors, or gossip
— separately and collectively, among and between different social
classes and groups within the state and in society that set and
shape the meanings of climate change, its causes and conse-
quences, how it can be addressed, by whom, where and when.
The usual focus of public debates and academic research is for-
mally constituted climate change policies or projects that are
branded by elite state and non-state entities as climate change
mitigation or adaptation measures. These policies or projects are
important subjects to study, but they are not the only ones. The
politics of natural resources may be altered dramatically, caused
not by climate change, but by rumors, speculation, or spectacle
linked to purported measures to address climate change. Our con-
cept allows an observer to politicize and historicize analysis, by
placing power-laden social processes, historical evolution of cli-
mate change mitigation and adaptation, and social class relations
under the spotlight, and critically questioning dominant binaries
and terminologies, such as (following Ribot, 2014), ‘vulnerability’
and ‘oppression’. As such, climate change politics range from pro-
gressive to regressive politics. In this paper, by ‘progressive climate
change politics’ we mean those social dynamics that shape the
meanings of climate change, its causes and consequences, how it
can be addressed, by whom, where and when in ways that advance
‘agrarian justice’ and ‘climate justice’, separately and together. A
broad definition of agrarian justice is used in this paper, that is,
‘‘the agenda of carrying out a sense of fairness for historically
oppressed social classes and groups in agrarian societies” (Franco
& Borras, 2019, p. 197). By ‘regressive climate change politics’ we
refer to social and political processes that block, undermine or
reverse advocacy for or gains in progressive climate change
politics.
In this paper, we will focus narrowly on the regressive forms of
climate change politics. In this light, it might be possible that
regressive forms of climate change politics could potentially cause
significant extent of displacement among people, and thus require
careful empirical investigation.
Third, although global media interest in the global land rush has
waned in recent years, and some of the commodity booms (which
are among the drivers of the global land rush) may have come to a
halt in many places, land deals may have remained significant a
phenomenon and issue in most societies in the world today (see
Schoenberger, Hall, & Vandergeest, 2017; Zoomers, Gekker, &
Schäfer, 2016). Land deals that were pursued may have already
resulted in important socio-economic, political and ecological
changes in affected communities. Meanwhile, land deals that have
been cancelled remain important to study (Kaag & Zoomers, 2014).
Land deal withdrawals may not necessarily undo the social process
of land dispossession that they have already kick-started. When
the Procana sugarcane project involving 30,000 ha of land in south-
ern Mozambique was cancelled, the government did not return the
land to the displaced villagers, but instead started to look for new
investors.
We generally use the term ‘land rush’ in this paper, which is a
more inclusive concept that includes corporate land deals as well
as well as non-corporate, everyday forms of land acquisition by
an assortment of land brokers that, separately and together, rede-
fine the general pattern of land control. We are aware that the term
‘land grabs’ has a lot of baggage that comes with it, and we tend to
use the more encompassing term ‘land rush’ or the narrowly
framed term ‘corporate land deals’ in this paper (see Edelman et.
al., 2013). In specific situation where we refer to land grabs, corpo-rate or otherwise, we build on the concept of ‘land control’ framed
and developed by Peluso and Lund (2011), and put forward the
notion of ‘control grabbing’, using the definition by Borras et al.:
the capturing of control of relatively vast tracts of land and
other natural resources through a variety of mechanisms and
forms that involve large-scale capital that often shifts resource
use orientation into extractive character . . . whether for inter-
national or domestic purposes, as capital’s response to the con-
vergence of food, energy and financial crises, climate change
mitigation imperatives, and demands for resources from newer
hubs of global capital. (Borras, Kay, Gomez &Wilkinson, 2012, p.
405).
This approach broadens the discussion in at least three ways,
taking it: (i) beyond the initial food crisis-centric analysis of much
of the scholarly literature and media coverage; (ii) beyond the ini-
tial land-centric analysis to problematize grabbing of water, seas,
forests and other resources such as carbon; and (iii) beyond foreign
actors to include analysis of domestic corporate actors and nation-
states (Wolford et al., 2013). The terms ‘land rush’, ‘land deals’, and
‘land grabs’ (as defined here) enable us to flexibly explore the
interconnections between climate change politics and land rush
more effectively.
Fourth, violent conflict and dynamics of agrarian change have,
historically, been entwined with one another in many societies
that have important agrarian sector, and such dynamic processes
are largely shaped by politics of class and relevant social identi-
ties (Cramer & Richards, 2011). In the era of climate change, envi-
ronmental and conservation politics have seen rising incidence of
violent conflict over natural resources (forest, water, land)
(Verweijen & Marijnen, 2018; Martinez-Alier, Temper, Del Bene,
& Scheidel, 2016). Bringing agrarian political economy and polit-
ical ecology lens together does lead us to see important changes
in the axes of political conflict, where classic agrarian conflicts
and emerging environmental and conservation conflicts have
become increasingly entangled. The web of social forces impli-
cated in such conflicts are necessarily altered, offering both fur-
ther threats of regressive politics, as well as newer
opportunities for possible counter narrative and mobilizations
by ordinary people.
Our argument proceeds from these four basic theoretical
assumptions, with empirical material from Northern Shan State
(NSS) in Myanmar. The empirical materials for this paper were
gathered during the period 2014–2018 through national-level
workshops and focus group discussions (FGDs) as well as analysis
of government documents, 12 village-level FGDs, key informant
interviews, a survey questionnaire, as well as participant observa-
tion. Two of the authors do not speak the local language, and trans-
lation was provided, while the third author is a local of NSS. Two of
the authors visited Myanmar multiple times during this period,
with each visit ranging from two to six weeks; they also visited
the communities implicated in the three cases that are examined
here, each time ranging from a few days to a week, while the third
author lives and works in Myanmar, and specifically in NSS, and
had longer and extended stays in the communities studied. The
names of our key informants and villages have been anonymized
for security reasons.
2. Climate change politics and the land rush: Teasing out subtle
interconnections
In this section, we will tease out, conceptually, three broad
types of subtle interconnections between climate change politics
and land rush, namely, (i) climate change politics as a context for
land rush, (ii) climate change politics as legitimating processes
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processes for people’s mitigation and adaptation practices.
2.1. Climate change politics as a context for land rush: looking at and
through biofuels and flex crops
Well-intentioned climate change policies or programs may,
under certain conditions and in combination with other socio-
economic and political factors, contribute to ushering in a land
rush, directly or indirectly. This gets played out, for example, in
the context of ‘flex crops’. Following Borras, Franco, Isakson,
Levidow, and Vervest (2016, p. 94), flex crops and commodities
are those that have multiple uses, that is, food, feed, fuel, fibre,
industrial material, and so on, that can be flexibly interchanged
while some consequent supply gaps can be filled by other flex
crops. Moreover: the forms of flexible-ness and multiple-ness of
these commodities could become more profitable through several
means: changes in market prices, policy frameworks, or technol-
ogy. Finally, the economic viability of this commodity depends on
low-cost feedstock, which can be achieved through diverse
means: mining nature, super-exploitative labor, more intense
market competition, or land grabs. The currently most popular
flex crops are palm oil, sugarcane, corn, and soya. A diversified
product portfolio is a key feature of flex crops enabling investors
to better anticipate and nimbly react to changing prices, that is,
exploit price spikes or withstand price shocks. Borras et al. elab-
orate (ibid.):
When the actual market for biodiesel is not there yet, sell palm
oil for cooking oil, while waiting for, or speculating on, a more
lucrative biodiesel market that has yet to emerge. Or at least sell
palm oil while wishing for a more profitable scenario to happen.
Meanwhile, one can already build a storyline about this pro-
jected scenario to jump-start business undertakings, e.g. to raise
investments, lure investors, entice governments, persuade
affected communities and orchestrate favourable media atten-
tion to achieve some of these requirements.2 All calculated from FAO Statistics (‘Crops’) online on March 1, 2019: see http://
www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QC.What is being argued, among others, are: (a) that climate
change politics is an important context for the rise of contempo-
rary flex crops wherein most of the latter are partly linked, directly
or indirectly, to climate chance politics, and (b) that while biofuels
cannot be held solely accountable for the expanding cultivation of
its feedstocks (which are also used for other sectoral commodities),
it also cannot completely separate itself from the global flex crops
complex — the global web of social relations in property, land,
labor, finance and technology, as well as the institutions that main-
tain such a web, in the production, circulation and consumption of
a commodity. Biofuels and flex crops — and the production, distri-
bution and consumption of these commodities — are intertwined,
and are inherently so, in the current global context. Thus, climate
change politics should not be linked solely to a crop that is explic-
itly and formally produced as a biofuel. A strictly biofuel crop (i.e.
one with no other commercial use) does not actually exist; the only
potential crop in this category, jatropha, was hit by a very quick
boom–bust cycle. In other words, in the world of agricultural com-
modities, climate change politics means flex crops.
We referred above to the global flex crops complex. In this paper,
we mean it to be a complex because it necessarily involves multi-
sectoral and multi-level interlocking social relations around the
spheres of production, distribution, exchange and consumption.
There is no single commodity produced, distributed and consumed
from a specific crop and no single ‘value chain’ or ‘commodity
chain’; rather, the commodities that are produced, distributed
and consumed are plural, and multi-sectoral rather than sectoral.
The notion of a ‘value web’ (Virchow, Denich, Kuhn, & Beuchelt,2014), or ‘commodity web’, is thus more appropriate than the tra-
ditional notion of ‘value chain’ or ‘commodity chain’. A local corn
for feed-only production has to be seen in the context of its entan-
glement in the web. It is global in scope because the net increase in
the area harvested, or production output of a flex commodity, or
exchange value and commodity prices, are the aggregate outcomes
of the production and consumption restructuring of the commod-
ity, regardless of the unevenness of such restructuring sectorally,
geographically and temporally. For example, soya production fell
dramatically in China at the same time that the production and
consumption of soya in China and worldwide increased exponen-
tially. The current global flex crops complex emerged because of
various factors related to changing diet and consumption patterns,
investment priorities for finance capital, and so on – including cli-
mate change politics. Simply put, climate change politics partly
resulted in the rise of the global flex crops complex, while the latter
partly activated and enabled the former. They are thus not just
connected to each other, they are dialectically linked: one cannot
exist without the other. And because of the character of flex crops
as both a complex and global, we have to see sectoral production or
consumption not in isolation from, but in relation to, the global
complex. In concrete terms, this means that a Cambodian local
enclave of sugarcane production mainly for sweeteners belongs
to and is shaped by the same global flex sugarcane complex as a
Brazilian local enclave of sugarcane production mainly for ethanol
(McKay, Sauer, Richardson, & Herre, 2016).
Globally, we see a general trend of increased production in flex
crops; despite hiccups in many large-scale biofuel land deals, and
falling prices of fossil energy, global biofuel production has contin-
ued to increase. Biofuel production grew from 37,429,000 tons in
2006 to 84,121,000 tons in 2017, with 11.4% growth per annum
during that period (BP, 2018, p. 45). The area harvested for these
crops also increased over the past three decades. Sugarcane
accounted for 16.3 million ha in 1987, 19.5 million ha in 1997,
and 26 million ha in 2017. We see a similar pattern in other crops
for the same years (1987, 1997, 2017): oil palm (fruit), from
5.3 million ha, to 9.2 million ha, to 21.3 million ha; maize, from
130 million ha, to 140.7 million ha, to 197.2 million ha; and soya,
from 52.5 million ha to, from 67 million ha, to 123.5 million ha.2
There are two key points to convey here. First, while there are
various factors behind the production increases of these crops in
the past three decades, there is no doubt that climate change pol-
itics in the form of biofuels blending mandates passed in many
countries — especially in large oil-consuming areas such as the
United States and European Union — played a major role. Second,
it is the ‘multiple-ness’ and ‘flexible-ness’ of these commodities
(what Goodman, Sorj, & Wilkinson, 1987 call their ‘‘substitution
character”: e.g., rapeseed oil can be converted from food use to bio-
fuel, and its original use replaced by palm oil) on a major commer-
cial scale, that has become the defining feature of these global flex
crops. The phenomenon of flex crops deepens the notion and com-
plicates the web of Indirect Land Use Change (ILUC). It is in the
context of climate change mitigation and adaptation-inspired ILUC
that this paper tackles the issue of the expansion of sugarcane and
corn in Myanmar that has converted community forests and areas
dedicated for centuries to shifting cultivation into sedentary corn
and sugarcane monoculture. ILUC and flex crops go hand in hand,
and while climate change politics is not the sole context for such
a phenomenon, it is an important one.
It is worth remembering that one of the causes of the 2007–08
global food price spike was the redirecting of much of the US corn
supply from its conventional usage for food and animal feed to
4 S.M. Borras Jr. et al. /World Development 129 (2020) 104864ethanol, causing far-reaching and multi-directional ripples inside
and outside the United States (Gillon, 2016). This has in turn driven
many traditional bulk buyers of the US corn supply (for food/feed)
into alternative production and distribution arrangements in
which they can control production and distribution, thereby end-
ing their reliance on the United States. China is one of the countries
that took seriously the challenge of restructuring the global flex
corn complex; it started to push for production and distribution
under its own tight control. But instead of its traditional produc-
tion inside China, corn production crossed border into Myanmar,
partly because of the relative rise of other crops inside China that
rendered corn production less financially competitive as compared
to sugarcane, tobacco, or macadamia nut cultivation.3 The use of
contract growers along its border, for example in Myanmar, is part
of this strategy (Woods, 2015). The rise of the global flex corn com-
plex—its context, character and implications—is not caused solely by
climate change politics as there are multiple other causes for this
(changing dietary preferences in middle income countries, and so
on), although it is partly linked to the latter (and thus, to the debates
around ILUC). It is no accident that the dramatic expansion of corn
production in Myanmar’s NSS began when the US changed its corn
policy to focus on ethanol. Nor was it a coincidence that the land
rush in NSS to open sugarcane production corresponded with the
expansion of the global flex sugarcane complex partly in the context
of ethanol consumption (McKay et al., 2016).2.2. Climate change politics as a legitimating process for land rush
‘Green grabbing’ (Fairhead et al., 2012) can unfold in two broad
ways. In the first way, land deals are seriously and actively pursued
for purposes that claim to serve the goals of climate change mitiga-
tion or adaptation, such as land deals for biofuels, wind farms, for-
est conservation projects such as REDD+ (Carter et al., 2017; Larson
et al., 2013), and so on. One of the most recent subsets in this broad
theme is the conceptual and policy framing of ‘Climate Smart Agri-
culture’ (CSA) as inaugurated by the World Bank (World Bank,
2016) and the FAO (FAO, 2013). The three pillars of CSA are
increased productivity, increased resilience and reduced emissions.
The official CSA documents are completely silent on questions of
redistribution and equity (Taylor, 2018; Newell & Taylor, 2018).
Critical scholarship is quite developed in this area, founded on
the basic critique developed around the concept of green grabbing
(Fairhead et al., 2012).
The second way involves large-scale land acquisitions by states
and corporations that are clearly aimed at mega development pro-
jects for industrial and commercial purposes, without any preten-
sion about environmental goals. Large hydropower dam projects
are an example. The link to climate change politics is that these
mega projects seem to be relabeled, discursively, as climate change
mitigation or adaptation initiatives, perhaps possibly partly as a
counter-narrative and maneuver against those who resist or pro-
test against such projects. For example, mega dam projects have
been among the most controversial and most resisted state-
sponsored and corporate-led mega projects for many decades,
worldwide. The purposes for such dam projects are straightfor-
ward: they are corporate and industrial. Many dam projects stalled
or were withdrawn because of popular protests, but in recent
years, large-scale hydropower dam projects have been resurrected
in the broader context of what Mehta, Veldwisch, and Franco
(2012) call ‘‘water grabbing” (see also Baird & Barney, 2017;
Lamb & Dao, 2017)—but this time they are usually framed as cli-
mate change mitigation and adaptation projects.3 Based on the research fieldwork by one of the authors in Yunnan in early 2019,
and in Guangxi in 2016.Another example of this counter-narrative is the proliferation of
industrial monoculture tree plantations worldwide in which tim-
ber, pulp and paper corporations clear-cut forests in order to install
artificial, industrial monoculture forests of eucalyptus, pine, and
other fast-growing trees, as well as commercial-agricultural tree
plantations. The ensuing monoculture plantations can then be
framed as ‘sustainable forest’, with the potential for the owners
and governments to claim compliance to Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) agreements. This is exactly what happened in
Prey Lang forest in Cambodia involving a Korean company, as doc-
umented by Scheidel and Work (2018). Monoculture eucalyptus
and pine plantations, as well as rubber plantations are all included
in the controversial FAO definition of ‘forest’ (FAO 2015). In China,
eucalyptus and pine, as well as macadamia and walnut tree plan-
tations, for example, are all officially categorized as ‘forest’.4 ‘For-
est’ land use classification is, in turn, the most common item
reported by governments as compliance to international agreee-
ments and treaties on climate change mitigation, as demonstrated,
for example, in the Myanmar government’s Climate Change Strategy
and Action Plan (MCCSAP) 2016–2030 (MoNREC, 2017). Another
potentially problematic relabelling which may not be widespread,
at least not yet, is when straightforward industrial monoculture
plantations and the irrigation infrastructure that serves them are
suddenly repackaged as climate change ‘adaptation’ projects, as in
the case of an irrigation project and a cassava plantation in Cambo-
dia examined by Hunsberger, Work, and Herre (2018).
This second way of legitimating green grabbing often manifests
in very subtle, fluid and indirect forms, where the concrete links
between climate change politics and land deals are not obvious
and straightforward. Indeed, when a government claims that a
hydropower project is now billed as a climate change mitigation
and adaptation project, somehow the burden of proof to demon-
strate that it is not lies on the side of those who oppose the project.
Again, for example, in Myanmar government’s Climate Change
Strategy and Action Plan (MCCSAP) 2016–2030 (MoNREC, 2017)
in addition to increasing forest cover, the other big item in it is
the development of renewal source of energy mainly through
hydropower dam. And with the increasing popularity of CSA, virtu-
ally everything can be claimed to be done in the name of climate
change mitigation and adaptation.2.3. Climate change politics as a de-legitimating process for potentially
relevant mitigation and adaptation practices
The flipside of the discussion above is that under certain condi-
tions, climate change politics can be used as a de-legitimating nar-
rative against mitigation and adaptation practices of ordinary
communities and villagers. For example, a traditional village com-
munity forest that is not officially labeled and recognized by the
government or powerful NGOs as a conservation or climate change
mitigation project can be easily expropriated and reallocated to an
agribusiness company for cash crop plantation regardless whether
local communities were arguing that such community forest is
important to them. A long-standing dominant narrative against
certain agrarian production systems, specifically peasant farming
and shifting cultivation, is that they are ‘economically inefficient’
in relation to the use and control of scarce resources—land, forest
and water. Shifting agriculture, in which much of the land is held
fallow for long periods of time, and in which production is assumed
to be significantly oriented towards a subsistence (‘low exchange
value’) village economy, is purportedly inefficient because land
and water, as scarce resources, as well as labor, are under-4 Interview with forest department officials in a prefecture in Yunnan province,
March 2019.
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more efficiently and productively when commoditized. Where this
happens, land is seen as a commodity like no other because it is
also key to accessing other resources: water, forest, minerals and
labor. This is the overarching assumption of the 2008 World Devel-
opment Report, Agriculture for Development (World Bank, 2007).
The mainstream new institutional economic understanding of
what has been happening with the current global land rush, and
what is to be done with it, is also premised on this fundamental
assumption about efficient use and allocation of natural resources,
where the principal consideration for resource reallocation is about
‘‘yield gap” (Deininger & Byerlee, 2011). The narratives around the
‘economic inefficiency’ of particular agrarian production systems
have been powerful, and have driven, justified or legitimized cycles
of dispossession in many rural communities, worldwide and
historically.
Another old, and overlapping, narrative that similarly projects a
negative picture of these agrarian production systems claims that
they are ‘ecologically destructive’. Past governmental campaigns to
stop shifting agriculture have been founded on this claim. With
specific reference to shifting agriculture, van Vliet et al. (2012)
offer a comprehensive, global review of trends in land-cover
change in swidden agriculture, and note its significant decline
worldwide. They find that, ‘‘In many countries, the negative per-
ception of swidden has been translated into policy documents,
laws, and practices, ranging from the tagging of swidden cultiva-
tors as ‘lower quality people’ in Southwest China to ‘isolated back-
ward populations’ in Indonesia . . . and to ‘pyromaniacs’ in
Madagascar” (van Vliet et al., 2012, p. 422). In Southeast Asia, they
note that, ‘‘Throughout the region, swiddeners have been
marginalized by laws that criminalize their practices, land laws
that restrict the use of land to permanent agriculture or forestry,
and the expansion of forest departments and conservation organi-
zations, which sometimes evict swiddeners from lands under their
control through resettlement” (ibid.). This is confirmed by the
review study by Dressler et al. (2017) who note, for the same
region, that, ‘‘In most cases, long-standing negative assumptions
about swidden agriculture have led to its vilification and criminal-
ization . . . giving rise to punitive policies that have significantly
impacted upon livelihoods and landscapes in the uplands”
(Dressler et al., 2017, p. 307). In its recent document outlining its
commitment to COP 2015, the Myanmar government specified
the key source of the problem it wanted to focus attention to. It
says:
Although the [agricultural and forestry sector] supports a large
number of the population, annual GHG emissions are about
198 million tonnes CO2 from deforestation, and 844,000 tonnes
from forest degradation. Forest fires emit about 40 million ton-
nes CO2 a year (MONREC, 2017, p. 20)Reference to deforestation and forest degradation here can be
interpreted, plausibly, as mainly referring to swidden agriculture
because forest conversion to monoculture plantations is a top
development priority of the government. Also because reference
to deforestation and forest degradation is paired with reference
to forest fires.
Either one of these narratives of ‘economically inefficient’ or
‘ecologically destructive’ agrarian production systems is viewed
as more than enough to justify taking access to and control over
scarce resources (land, water, forest) away from ordinary villagers
(in swidden agriculture, pastoralist or artisanal fishing communi-
ties). What we are witnessing in the era of climate change politics
and the global land rush is the convergence of the two narratives,
which, judging from recent trends, could be far more politically
explosive in the sense that it could result in more extensive andfast-paced transformations of biodiverse spaces into large swathes
of monoculture plantations or problematic big conservation pro-
jects that expel forest dwellers and users from the forest or at least
prohibit certain access and use by the villagers (Borras & Franco,
2018; Franco & Borras, 2019). The studies by van Vliet et al.
(2012) and Dressler et al. (2017) found that economic factors, i.e.,
market penetration of the rural communities, played a critical role.
However, extra-economic coercion exerted by the state might have
played an even greater role in the decrease of swidden agriculture:
this manifests in various ways including denial of formal land
claims to those who practice swidden agriculture, or the flip side
of this, forcing the issue of individualized private land titles upon
swiddeners. The net effect of the latter is not only to convert the
production system to sedentary agriculture using chemical and
other commoditized production inputs, but at the same time, to
free up a large part of the shifting agriculture space that states
can then either transform into big conservation projects, or reallo-
cate to enterprising individuals or corporations. This argument is
validated by the review study of Dressler et al. (2017, p. 304) as
they conclude: ‘‘[I]n cases where tenure is increasingly privatised
. . . there is greater likelihood of intensification and investment in
annual crops. Once separated from the forest commons typically
in the uplands, the rise in individualised tenure renders former
swidden lands alienable to others through formal or informal mar-
ket transactions”. The swidden agriculture situation also unfolds in
the the vast pastoralist communities worldwide, partly manifest-
ing in the campaign to transform mobile pastoralism to either
sedentary agriculture or ‘ranching’, or a combination of the two.
This is one of the most potent ways through which the state has
inserted itself into the epicenter of the contemporary global land
rush — not as an arbiter of land deal conflicts, but as a key actor
in land-deal making, as Levien (2013), Moreda (2017) and
Wolford et al. (2013) have argued in different contexts. Climate
change politics, in some instances, have become a convenient nar-
rative to selectively de-legitimize some land uses and users.3. Between land rush and climate change politics in Northern
Shan State: Some resource extraction projects
3.1. Climate change politics and land rush in Myanmar
The 2010 elections in Myanmar saw a partial transition towards
a quasi-civilian regime and economic liberalization, and the 2016
national elections marked the widening and deepening of eco-
nomic liberalization, while the military remains entrenched within
the state and in society. Extractivist development, broadly cast, has
been the favored engine of economic growth. Domestic companies,
established mainly by those close to the military, and foreign
investors had long wanted to take control of natural resources
and cheap labor, but faced at least two institutional and political
obstacles: the absence of enabling laws, and the violent conflict
with ethnic armed groups in whose territories most of the natural
resources are located. Thus, two key reforms were pursued. The
first was to reach effective ceasefire agreements with ethnic armed
groups. While there are multiple and diverse reasons and impera-
tives for ceasefire, depending on the key actors involved, one
agenda that is favored largely though not solely by the government
was the anticipation that such might facilitate investors’ entry into
previously inaccessible territories and access to their natural
resources (Woods, 2011); the second was to pass new laws related
to investments, mining and agricultural land that could allow,
legalize or legitimize reallocation of resource access and use (TNI,
2015a, 2015b). The 2012 Farmland Law aspires to register or for-
malize land claims through private property titles. The 2012
Vacant, Fallow, Virgin and Land Management (VFV Law) aims to
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these types of lands to enterprising individuals and corporate
investors. Since 2012, the VFV law is widely perceived to have
facilitated land dispossession among villagers, and has been popu-
larly referred to by grassroots organizations as the ‘land grabbing
law’ (LIOH, 2015). In 2018, the government introduced a revision
of the law, declaring that villagers have to register their land claims
by mid-March 2019; those who fail to do so, and continue to access
lands, will be deemed illegal occupants and penalized. At the time
of writing, a protest against the law has been launched by grass-
roots organizations led by the Land In Our Hands (LIOH) alliance.5
There are other laws that also helped shape land politics in the post-
2010 period, including the Special Economic Zones (SEZ) law and the
long-standing opium crop substitution program (Kramer & Woods,
2012) that proved easy to manipulate in order to legitimize land
grabs. Ceasefire agreements with several ethnic armed groups pro-
vided the lubricant needed to facilitate the entry of investors into
previously impenetrable territories (Woods, 2011). By 2015, up to
3 million acres of farmland had been allocated to agribusiness con-
cessions alone, excluding the widespread land transactions carried
out in stealth (as will be shown later in this paper), large-scale con-
servation projects and mining operations (LIOH, 2015).
The Myanmar government also started to engage with interna-
tional climate change politics. The government committed itself to
international agreements regarding forest conservation and
renewable energy, both of which directly implicate natural
resources (forest, land, water, seas) (Prescott et al., 2017). This is
demonstrated in official documents on the Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions (INDC) during the build-up to COP21
(Paris) in 2015 (Republic of the Union of Myanmar, 2015), and val-
idated and elaborated in the government’s Myanmar Climate
Change Strategy and Action Plan (MCCSAP) 2016–2030 (MoNREC,
2017). The Myanmar government is a signatory to the Paris Agree-
ment on climate change of April 2016. The government pledge
embodied in MCCSAP can be summarized as follows:
[T]he [agriculture and forestry sector] also presents huge poten-
tial to sequester carbon through forest enhancement, conserva-
tion and sustainable management. There is an urgent need to
invest in such programmes as unplanned development will
jeopardise Myanmar’s current net GHG sink status. Reforesting
and restoring 50 per cent of Myanmar’s degraded forests using
REDD+ could sequester about 1,910 million tonnes CO2.
(MoNREC, 2017, p. 20)
The policy document continues, ‘‘the country is developing a
REDD+ strategy . . . and a Climate Smart Agriculture Strategy
(CSAS). The preparations for new Environmental Policy, Climate
Change Policy, Green Growth Strategy and National Adaptation
Plan (NAP) are underway” (ibid., p. 38). Concretely, the new ‘‘policy
aims for 30 per cent of the total land area to be reserved forest; and
5 per cent to be protected area systems” (ibid., p. 22). All this policy
reframing and commitment has unfolded, and will continue to
unfold, unevenly across geographic and institutional spaces within
the country.6
Our study focuses on Northern Shan State (NSS) that borders
with China and Thailand, with significant Shan, Kachin and Kokang
ethnic populations. The rural areas of the NSS are witnessing a rad-
ical socio-economic, political and ecological transformation that is
unprecedented in its history. At the core of this social change is the
convergence of climate change politics and land rush in ways sim-
ilar to those we have witnessed in other parts of the world. This5 Discussion with Khu Khu Ju of LIOH, November 2018, Yangon. See also: https://
lioh.org/?p=346, viewed 3 March 2019.
6 See Prescott et al. (2017) for a broad canvas of possible issues implicated in such
policy reframing.transformation is largely premised on the global mainstream
assumption described above that some agrarian production sys-
tems, such as shifting agriculture found in upland NSS, are econom-
ically inefficient and ecologically destructive. The logic of the VFV law
is founded on the former, while the long-standing campaign by the
Myanmar government against shifting agriculture is premised on
or justified by the latter.7 The commodification of land, water, for-
ests and labor is at the heart of this transformation in NSS. Privatiza-
tion of village commons through formalization of land access and/or
individual private land titling is central to commodification. Mean-
while, the campaign against shifting agriculture, purportedly on eco-
logical grounds, overlaps with the narrative on efficiency. In our
interviews, villagers voiced the suspicion that one way of declaring
their farmlands to be ‘vacant’ is by disqualifying their land claims
on the basis that the villagers engage in the unlawful act of forest
burning; some villagers are simply scared to claim their ‘slash-
and-burn’ fields. The long-standing tension between the villagers
and the central state on this question has been reignited in the era
of climate change politics, when the state seems to have been
emboldened to renew its campaign against shifting cultivation.
Global campaigns for economic efficiency and ecological sus-
tainability that underpin mainstream agricultural development
discourse today (Deininger & Byerlee, 2011; FAO, 2013; World
Bank, 2007, 2016) represent something of a textbook moderniza-
tion paradigm: sedentary farming engaged in modern (i.e.
chemical-based) agriculture and using commercial seeds to pro-
duce commodities for trade. Ground rent, interest from credit,
profit and wages are thus introduced into agrarian communities
where they were previously less known. Food security is redefined
away from the long-standing practice based on a moral economy in
which self-provisioning or the right to subsistence is a key pillar
(Scott, 1976), to a phenomenon that is monetized and commodi-
tized: it is all about the purchasing power of rural households to
buy food in the commercial market. This transformation is a classic
story of tension and contradiction among and between the central
state and social class forces, between town and country, in defining
the future of the rural areas and in determining how that future
can be constructed. It is an emblematic case demonstrating the
power of commodification of everyday life in transforming social
relations around production and social reproduction. This textbook
picture of what a modern rural areas should look like is coming
alive today in NSS where many of the previously biodiverse,
upland, shifting-agriculture communities are being rapidly trans-
formed into sedentary, commercial monoculture crop-producing
villages, and large-scale development projects, such as hydro-
power, are being introduced. We will discuss below two specific
cases that demonstrate key features of this transformation.
3.2. The hydropower project on the Salween River
The Salween River runs near the border with China and Thai-
land, and stretches all the way to southern Myanmar. Since 2008,
the government of Myanmar has been planning to build seven
hydropower projects on this river alone, and three of these are in
NSS (one of which is the subject of our research).8 A company from
China (Asia World) is to build the dams, and the electricity generated
would mainly be exported to China and Thailand. It is a straightfor-
ward mega development project for cheaper electricity for
industrial-commercial interests in China and Thailand. In the period
2013–2016, there was a surge of activities towards actually building
the dams, provoking protests from the local communities and7 In all our FGDs and key informant interviews, ordinary villagers told us that
government officials do not give ‘Form 7’ (the formal registration of land claims) to
those who are suspected of engaging in shifting agriculture.
8 See also Lamb and Dao (2017) for a relevant analysis of regional trend.
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everything about the project has been shrouded in secrecy and vil-
lagers are not really sure whether the dams will be built or not.
Government efforts in 2015–2016 to carry out a census of the
affected communities and their possible relocation reinforced the
villagers’ suspicions and fears that the project will push through.
More recently, the justification for the hydropower project may
have started to include framing in terms of climate change mitiga-
tion and protecting the environment. This is seen partly in the
changing narrative used by government officials in justifying the
dams’ construction. One of the villagers we interviewed explained:
An official from Nay Pyi Taw came one day and we were called
to a village meeting. The official mentioned that the dam is
important because of climate change. We were told to stop cut-
ting trees for firewood. He said that with the dam everyone
would get cheap electricity. With cheap electricity, we will stop
using charcoal for cooking. This will result in the stopping of
charcoal production and in the destruction of the forest. There-
fore, we must support the dam because it is for our good and for
the environment.9
Villagers say that such a framing by government officials have
become more common than years ago when they first started to
talk about dam building. Such scattered talks by government offi-
cials along the lines of climate change mitigation fit neatly with the
prominent appearance of hydropower projects as key renewable
energy source in the official government documents related to its
commitment to international measures like the Paris Agreement
(MoNREC, 2017).
So what is the story about this hydropower project? The Kun
Long area which will be affected by the hydropower project hosts
mainly Kachin and Kokang ethnic groups. One of the villages in this
general area is an old village. It also became home to some families
from China fleeing the victorious Red Army of Mao Zedong. Vil-
lagers in Kun Long have relied on the Salween River for their water
needs, including drinking water. Close to the river, many house-
holds who have Form 7 land registration10 are engaged in rubber
cultivation. Plots in the upland were refused issuance of Form 7, with
villagers believing that this was because they are engaged in shifting
cultivation.11 There are also some lands in the upland that are suit-
able for shifting cultivation but have been left fallow by the families
that own them. Village families in this area have relatively small
plots, perhaps averaging 5 acres per household. In the same area, a
local official who lives in another village has set up a rubber planta-
tion. It is ‘‘quite a lot”, according to villagers; they estimate the plan-
tation to be about 1000 acres. According to the villagers we
interviewed, this was mainly taken from the villagers’ plots. The
local area used to be a poppy cultivating community, but this was
stopped in 2002. New crops were introduced, mainly corn, sugarcane
and rubber. These new commercial crops also brought the military
into the community. According to the villagers we interviewed, in
1998 the military came and forcibly took 239 acres from their village
land. Other entrepreneurs also came and took lands from the vil-
lagers in a variety of ways in which villagers feel are not always fair.
Overall, the village lost more than 300 acres of land. The land taken9 A village leader, interviewed in 2016 in Kun Long area. This has been confirmed
by other villagers in multiple interviews and FGDs carried out by the research team
members.
10 Individual claims for farmland rights are processed through formal registration.
The document issued to successful claimants is called ‘Form 7’. Also see note 5 above.
11 Officially, the government of Myanmar does not call for the outright banning of
shifting cultivation. Yet, informally and in reality, shifting cultivation is shunned.
While this can be seen in a variety of ways, denying issuance of Form 7 is perhaps the
most direct and powerful coercion exercised by the state to force villagers to abandon
shifting cultivation. Information based on FGDs and key informant interviews during
the entire research process for this paper, 2015–2018.by the military was dedicated to corn, and villagers were coerced to
‘voluntarily’ cultivate this land for the army. For reasons that the vil-
lagers we interviewed could not explain, the military stopped culti-
vating corn in 2004 and left the land fallow. A few years later, the
rubber boom reached the village, and the military auctioned off
the land in lots to private companies and entrepreneurs, who later
got official Form 7 land registration. In 2013, the same private buyers
tried to apply for Form 7 for an additional 10 acres of village-owned
land; the land registry office told them that the land is within the
dam construction area, and so the application was denied. The vil-
lagers have heard rumors about a possible dam project since 2008.
Despite all the land losses, at the time of our research, the vil-
lage still had about 1000 acres of community forestland some 3
miles from the village, that they have been trying to set aside as
a forest reserve. They also have another 40 acres of village forest-
land near the village center. They could rely on this for bamboo
and softwood materials, but not for their hardwood needs. In the
past they used to get a lot of non-timber forest products including
wild meat in their village forest. The shift to monoculture rubber
has had a profound impact on the livelihood complex of house-
holds. Where previously livelihoods comprised the planting of
corn, rubber and kitchen garden vegetables, mixed with casual
wage work and some migration to China to work, now—partly
due to rubber cultivation—household kitchen gardens and small-
scale horticulture have shrunk, as have household livestock activ-
ities like the traditional way of raising pigs. As a result of past
and continuing land deals and everyday forms of land accumula-
tion by wealthy individual land brokers, including that linked to
the dam project, and the continued refusal of the land registry
office to give Form 7 registration to shifting cultivation farmers,
landlessness is increasing. According to the villagers we inter-
viewed, there used to be no households without land in the village,
but now there are many who are landless.
The dam project was officially announced to the villagers in Jan-
uary 2015. A village meeting was organized with various govern-
ment representatives, including from the land registry office and
electricity commission, and representatives from the Chinese com-
pany (Asia World). They told the villagers that the dam would be
built, that a base was needed for the workers, and that the villagers
would have to move. Compensation was promised at a level that
they said would make the villagers better off. No clear timeframe
was given to the villagers. At the same time, officials went around
the village and began to do some mapping: family plots were mea-
sured, houses were photographed with families in the picture, and
had each sign and attest: ‘this is my land and this is what I own’.
Some did not want to sign, but were forced to. The villagers did
not want to move out, and were scared. As villagers told us, ‘‘this
is our land and we do not want to abandon it because it is where
we have our whole lives”;12 and, ‘‘We do not want the dam. If the
dam collapses we’ll lose everything—life, land, possessions. We don’t
want this dam”.13 They also became aware that their village is not
the only one affected: most villages along the Salween River will
be impacted. After the meeting, the land registry officials came back,
and spent another two days mapping the village proper (house lots
and yards only).
Government officials hinted that dam construction would start
in early 2015, but a resurgence of fighting between the military
and armed ethnic groups meant that this was not feasible. In addi-
tion, a number of organizations, including NGOs and local
churches, have launched a campaign against the hydropower pro-
ject along the Salween River, while, throughout Myanmar, there
has been widespread protest from affected villagers and civil12 Interview with a villager in Kun Long, 2016. These sentiments were confirmed by
separate FGDs carried out in a couple more villages in the dam building affected area.
13 Interview with a villager in Kun Long, 2016.
14 These political axes of conflict can be multiplied when we consider social class
and other identities as fault-lines. For example, gender can be another important axis
(see Faxon, 2017).
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that are being planned. Due to the convergence of all these factors,
the national parliament that took office in 2016 then temporarily
suspended the construction of the dam. In 2017, as noted above,
the government released its Myanmar Climate Change Strategy
and Action Plan 2016–2030, wherein renewable energy (mainly
in the form of hydropower megaprojects) and forest conservation
form two of its principal commitments to international climate
change agreements (MoNREC, 2017). In late 2018, talks about the
resumption of dam projects across the country started to circulate
among the affected local communities.
3.3. Corn production
The stories of two case study villages—one near Kutkai, the
other near Lashio (NSS’s capital city)—are intertwined with the
corn boom. The village near Kutkai is an iconic case of a village that
has been in the middle of the land rush. The recent government
policy allowing virgin and fallow land to be allocated for conces-
sion through the VFV law was used to justify reallocation of 1000
acres of village land, which was then allocated to a company that
cultivated corn. In addition, the military confiscated 150 acres from
the village. Moreover, the school principal in the village said he
would use some of the village land to raise funds for the school
by growing corn, but he put 30 acres of land in his own name, sub-
divided and sold it off. Some 7 miles from the village is an area of
irrigated paddy fields, adjacent to the village’s water source. Years
ago, a local gold mining company operated close to this area, and
the mine tailings polluted and destroyed all 500 acres of prime irri-
gated paddy fields. The villagers were scared to protest because the
military was behind the gold mining company. On the remaining
lands that could be cultivated, most villagers stopped their prac-
tices of shifting cultivation and took up sedentary, chemical-
based (fertilizer, pesticides) corn cultivation, amid a corn boom.
In the other village, near Lashio, there is one stream running
alongside the village but outside its boundaries; it is the only water
source but provides enough for household and agricultural use.
During monsoon, fields get submerged, making the community
forest quite biodiverse. Fishing, by hand and basket, and hunting
(only on Saturdays) were part of the long-standing livelihood tra-
dition in this village. Some years ago, the villagers were enticed
to give up shifting cultivation in favor of corn monoculture. Much
of the community forest became depleted, giving way to more corn
monoculture. After years of cultivating corn, villagers noticed that
the water source was drying up, and the stream flow was getting
weak. The traditional method of fishing could no longer provide
sufficient catch. They were forced to use dynamite and shocking
methods that they had seen being practiced elsewhere and now
started doing themselves. The flow of water became irregular, with
floods during the monsoon getting bigger and more frequent. Vil-
lagers effectively lose paddy fields during the monsoon.
Villagers believe that the immediate cause of all these troubles
is their shift to large-scale corn monoculture. Shan people from
nearby villages had started to cultivate corn in 2003. The Kachin
communities saw that these villagers were getting good yields
and profits, and so some of them started to experiment too. By
2011, the shift of corn production from inside China to the cheaper
production in Myanmar started to gain momentum, coinciding
with the convergence with a range of actors inside Myanmar keen
on seizing opportunities opened up with increasing liberalization
of land access (Woods, 2015). Rapid and widespread expansion
of corn production replaced much of the shifting cultivation in this
village. But the villagers soon discovered that external inputs—
seeds, credit, pesticides and fertilizer—are expensive. They have
to get their inputs from the merchants buying the corn: if they bor-
row 100,000 Kyats, they have to pay it back 150,000 Kyats afterharvest. Productivity per acre has been decreasing and their net
income has been going down. In the next village, they saw that
some lands were completely destroyed after more than 10 years
of monoculture and use of synthetic fertilizers and chemicals.
There is not much reported forcible land grabbing in this village,
but the village lands and villagers’ plots are not registered (the gov-
ernment refused to issue them with Form 7). With the rise of corn
monoculture (Woods, 2015) and the partial demise of biodiverse
shifting cultivation, villagers are becoming more and more
indebted, and consequently, many are losing their lands.4. The changing political axes of conflict
Prior to the era of climate change politics and the current global
land rush, there were three dominant political axes of conflict in
agrarian societies: working people versus the state, working people
versus companies, and working people versus working people.
These conflicts and the attempts at resolving them are in turn
embedded in broader social relations: individuals involved in con-
flict do not enter conflict resolution mechanisms and processes as
random individuals detached from their socio-economic and polit-
ical social class relations (Borras & Franco, 2013). For example, an
individual landlord enters such a space in a different way and with
different power than an individual landless tenant. Social class and
other identity politics (e.g. gender, ethnicity) play a critical role in
shaping conflicts, how these conflicts are resolved, who wins and
who loses (Franco, 2008).
This fundamental political configuration remains intact, but has
been altered in the contemporary era. Today, as demonstrated by
the case studies from NSS discussed above, the interconnections
between climate change politics and the land rush partly result
in old and new forms of conflict, along five broad axes, namely:
(i) working people versus the state; (ii) working people versus
companies; (iii) working people versus land rush entrepreneurs
— land buyers, land brokers, land scammers, militia; (iv) working
people versus climate change mitigation and adaptation entrepre-
neurs; and (v) working people versus working people.14 In using
the term ‘working people’ here we are aware of the problems that
such a term brings. Following Issa Shivji’s definition and argument
(Shivji, 2017), by ‘working people’ we mean, loosely, poor and mid-
dle peasants, landless laborers, and other semi-proletariat in the
rural areas (that is, agricultural villages as well as small and medium
size towns).
It is not that these newer axes were not there before. They were.
But the extent and intensity to which they have become activated
may have increased. This has profoundly reconfigured land politics
in NSS in terms of who gets what land, how, how much, why, for
what purposes, and with what socio-economic and political impli-
cations. Land politics has shaped and been shaped by climate
change politics: who gets to define what are legitimate mitigation
and adaptation measures, involving which and whose natural
resources, how, why and with what socio-economic and political
implications? We now turn to a brief discussion of axes of conflict
based on the empirical cases presented above, focusing only on the
last three axes, which tend to be under-explored in the literature.
Working people versus land rush entrepreneurs. The proliferation
of land grabbing entrepreneurs has been clearly observable in
recent years, in their various guises: land broker, land speculator,
entrepreneur, scammer, swindler, or thief—‘the men in the middle’,
to use Sud’s term (Sud, 2014). These are individuals who usually do
not own companies to speak of, but go around the village with the
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lands from the villagers, or enticing or coercing villagers to go into
contract cultivation usually for corn, sugarcane or banana. In one
village around Kun Long district, an entrepreneur started leasing
or buying up lands from villagers through the provisions of the
VFV law. He offered relatively high prices for the land. Some vil-
lagers who were financially hard up sold their land. Once the buyer
had a significant quantity of contiguous land, he started planting
rubber. He then went to the local government and the police to
make the request that villagers be prohibited from burning their
fields and from letting their animals loose near to the newly
planted rubber plantation. This meant that the villagers were effec-
tively denied their livelihoods because shifting agriculture is fun-
damentally dependent on periodically burning fields and letting
animals roam freely. The villagers were later forced to give up their
land in favor of the same land entrepreneur. But this time, the lat-
ter wanted to pay only a fraction of what used to be the acquisition
price. Having lost their autonomy and ability to maintain their
livelihood under the new restrictions, the villagers had no choice
but to give in. Through this scheme, the individual entrepreneur
was able to amass vast tracts of land: according to the villagers
we interviewed, this entrepreneur owned several thousand acres
in one micro region we visited near Kun Long. Local villagers and
grassroots activists working in NSS said that these ‘everyday forms
of land accumulation’ – in the context of a land rush (recall our ear-
lier discussion about the concept of ‘land control grabbing’) – are
widespread across NSS.15
In a village north of Kutkai, meanwhile, a militia group seized
the villagers’ land insinuating that villagers were engaged in poppy
cultivation, an accusation denied by the villagers. The militia then
opened a sugarcane plantation, where the villagers who had lost
lands were recruited to become seasonal cane cutters. The har-
vested cane was then sold to a company from China, who loaded
up trucks and hauled the cut canes to the nearby sugar mill inside
China. There are many variations of these schemes across NSS that
do not involve formal companies, but rather layers of land rush
entrepreneurs. It would not be surprising to find that the extent
of villagers losing lands and/or autonomy to pursue their liveli-
hoods to such entrepreneurs is far greater than the losses caused
by high profile companies and mega development projects. This
is a matter that requires extensive and careful empirical research.16
This form of land accumulation by stealth involving layers of land
brokers may well constitute the death of agrarian villages by a thou-
sand pinpricks, so to speak.
Working people versus climate change entrepreneurs. Climate
change politics as defined here has brought with it its own entre-
preneurs: individuals and groups that engage in profit-making
activities in the name of climate change (recall our expanded dis-
cussion in Section 1 on the broader definition of climate change
politics). That conservation groups expel people from forests had
been well documented. This arises from a problematic assumption
that ordinary villagers destroy forests. While science has advanced
to show that the reality is not as black and white as conservation
organizations might claim, nevertheless, in recent years big conser-
vation groups have increased in strength, partly because they have
been empowered in multiple ways by climate change politics
(Arsel & Büscher, 2012; Brockington & Duffy, 2010).
In Myanmar, the fact that the government’s main commitment
to intergovernmental climate change mitigation and adaptation
agreements is the expansion of its permanent forest cover to 40%
of its land area (MoNREC, 2017) means that forest politics have15 This is confirmed by many villagers and local NGO workers with whom we have
spoken on various occasions during 2014–2018.
16 Xu’s study of land deals in southern China demonstrates the dominance of this
kind of land transactions in that part of the world (Xu, 2018).been put front and center of broad public policy debates, where
big conservation groups play a politically powerful role. This leads
to various forms of conflict with poor villagers, including the most
common practice of conservationists partially or fully prohibiting
access to the forest by villagers, adversely affecting the latters’
autonomy and capacity to construct and maintain a livelihood. In
addition, there are increasing instances of big conservation groups
forging alliances with large-scale agribusiness investors in terms of
demarcating lands for conservation and agribusiness investments
where both get their coveted land, while villagers lose access. In
a village north of Kutkai, the Ministry of the Environment seized
a community forest from the villagers, and replanted it with pine
trees, arguing that it would become a conservation area, which vil-
lagers are prohibited from entering. The earlier discussion about
land brokers and speculators benefiting from rumors about a bio-
fuel project is also relevant here. Overall, climate change politics
has led to the emergence of an array of entrepreneurs inside and
outside the state operating at local, national and international
levels. They make profit in various ways by invoking climate
change mitigation and adaptation, whether this is linked to biofu-
els or hydropower dam construction, carbon sequestration or
reduced emissions. And this almost always happens at the expense
of the villagers whose autonomy and capacity to maintain or pro-
tect resource access and control have been progressively eroded.
Working people versus working people. Of all resource conflict
types brought about by the convergence of climate change politics
and the global land rush, perhaps the most widespread and
pervasive is the ‘working people versus working people’ axis. This
is often based on social class, ethnicity, gender and generation—
factors that are played out in socially differentiated communities.
When land grabbing or climate change entrepreneurs come into
the village and recast resource politics, their actions affect different
social groups differently. There are tensions and synergies among
the affected villagers, as there are issues that unite and issues that
divide these communities. This is also the most difficult type of
conflict to settle, and the type that many researchers overlook,
deliberately or otherwise because it is often too complicated and
awkward to address. In NSS, one of the fault-lines is ethnicity. In
one village west of Kutkai, the predominantly Kachin population
fled fighting between ethnic armed groups and ended up in an
Internally Displaced Peoples (IDP) camp in Kutkai. Once they aban-
doned their village, Shan people from nearby villages took over
their land and farms, while some wealthy individuals of Chinese
ethnicity engaged in small-scale logging also moved in. Now that
there are talks about IDPs’ ‘right to land’ and going back ‘home’,
the complex social tensions become even more palpable.5. Concluding discussion
At a superficial glance, climate change politics should have little
impact in Northern Shan State because there are no major official
climate change policies, programs, projects or initiatives, at least
not yet as of the first half of 2019 (the central government eyes
NSS as a key area for a possible REDD+ project). Thus, NSS—and
indeed Myanmar in general—can easily be ignored when consider-
ing how climate change politics affects, or could affect, ordinary
villagers. But as we have shown, the profound transformation of
the NSS rural areas during the past decade, where many villagers
have lost their autonomy and their capacity to access natural
resources, is in fact linked to or entangled with—albeit by stealth
or in quite subtle and indirect ways—climate change politics. The
latter is in turn intertwined with the land rush: they shape and
enable one another. One way to see this subtle interconnection is
to understand climate change politics and the land rush as book-
ends, and the points of intersection between them and the social
10 S.M. Borras Jr. et al. /World Development 129 (2020) 104864change they cause, as a dynamic continuum between these two
ends. This will give us a better appreciation of other theoretical
and methodological propositions responding to similar empirical
complexities, such as Baird and Barney’s appeal for cross-sectoral
analysis, e.g. land and water politics (Baird & Barney, 2017), a ‘tele-
coupling approach’ (Baird & Fox, 2015), or a ‘landscape approach’
(Barbesgaard, 2019; Hunsberger et al., 2017). Our analysis in this
paper partly identifies with such broad approaches that plea for
cross-sectoral perspectives. Looking back at the discussion in Sec-
tions 1 and 2, it is clear that the situation we have examined in this
paper is not unique to NSS or to Myanmar. It might in fact be more
common in many parts of the world than previously assumed.
In NSS in particular and Myanmar more generally, how to gov-
ern such a situation in the context of advocating for ‘climate jus-
tice’—that is, taking climate change seriously while advancing a
sense of fairness for the exploited and marginalized social classes
and groups in society (Harris, 2009)—becomes a difficult challenge
precisely because situations such as the dispossession of villagers
are not immediately seen as being linked to climate change politics
(or because land deals do not involve big, recognizable, foreign
companies and so are not considered to be ‘land grabs’). Observers,
researchers and practitioners can become obsessed with what is
officially labeled as mitigation and adaptation, for example, REDD
+, local and specific biofuels projects, or certified Climate Smart
Agriculture initiatives. These are concrete projects that are offi-
cially funded and have entered into official agendas. It is definitely
important to look into these processes and how they directly
impact agrarian villages. However, if we view climate change mit-
igation and adaptation from a broader perspective, i.e. system-wise
and society-wide, then such projects, while laudable and useful as
practical policy initiatives and objects of research, shrink in signif-
icance relative to the broader notion of ‘climate change politics’. In
this context, we can start to see connections between geographies
and institutions of conservation and destruction: REDD+ here, for-
est clearing for monoculture plantation there. Preserve and conserve
here, destroy and plunder over there.
For us, the first step towards addressing the challenges of cli-
mate justice and agrarian justice is therefore to acknowledge the
connection between climate change and land. This is why the IPCC
2019 report on this theme is strategically important albeit it has
fundamental flaws and important shortcomings. The space given
to land politics in the massive report is too tiny for the enormity
of the issue and in the context of a huge report, and too narrow
for a vast and complex issue; it completely ignores the critical link
between climate change and land, namely, ‘green grabbing’ as
articulated by Fairhead, Leach and Scoones (2012). A productive
next step is to acknowledge the subtle interconnections between
the climate change politics and the global land rush, many of
which are indirect or occur by stealth. The latter does not make
such interconnections less important; it only makes the task of
democratic governance even more challenging (Franco, Park, &
Herre, 2017), requiring multi-level cross-class and cross-sectoral
alliances. Recognizing such subtle and indirect interconnections
is a promising step towards forging concrete links between climate
justice and agrarian justice, or what Borras and Franco (2018) call
‘‘agrarian climate justice”—that is, what social justice might mean in
rural communities in the era of climate change politics and the glo-
bal land rush.1717 Borras and Franco (2018) outlined how such an idea of agrarian climate justice
could be constructed around the principles of 5Rs: redistribution, recognition,
restitution, regeneration, and representation. A relatively expanded version of this,
and articulated in the context of the rise of regressive populism worldwide, is found
in Borras (2020).Conflict of interest
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